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Mathematics Assessment (CfE) - Level 2

(MNU 2 - 09a) I can manage money, compare costs from different 
retailers, and determine what I can afford to buy.

1. Liam handed over three £50 notes to pay for his shopping.    

His bill came to £104·51.

Write down the minimum number of notes and coins there 
would be in his change.

2. Set down and work out the answers to the following :-   

a £26·79 + £57·96 b £41·26 – £18·89 c £39·76 x 6 d £152·95 ÷ 7.

3. Sparks electrical store buys a printer for £34·99, 
five ink cartridges at £12·40 each and two reams of 
copy paper at £4·35 each.

What change will they receive from five £20 notes and one £10 note ?

4. Jill has £24 in her purse. She would like to pay for a ticket for a 
gig at £14·75, and buy a burger priced £2·80 and a drink at 99p.

Will she then have enough money left over to pay for her train
fare, costing £5·45 ?  (Explain your answer).

5. Ralph bought four second hand video games. Bloodhound cost £5·78, 
The Creed was £3·99 and Flashback II cost £9·50. 

The fourth game was called Henry the Hedgehog.

He handed over three £10 notes and two £1 coins and received 43p change. 

How much did Henry the Hedgehog cost ?

6. Ten boys hire a five-a-side football pitch and it should cost them £3·78 each.

If 1 boy calls off, how much more will the remaining boys each have to pay ?

7. Two boxes of Doggie Food are shown.

Which box gives the better deal ?
(Explain your answer).

8. When the Murrays were on holiday to 
Spain they changed £600 into euros.

How much did they receive if the exchange 
rate was 1·20 euros to the pound ?

 Doggie 
Food

700 g

Doggie
Food

500 g

£3·80 £5·25
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9. Gina has a bundle of new £5 notes. 

They are in numerical order from Number 842988 to 843007.

How much money does she have ?

10. When on holiday in Pisa, Mr & Mrs Leyton changed £275 into euros at an
exchange rate of 1·20 euros to the pound.

They spent 284 euros altogether.

a How many euros did they then have left ?

b If they changed what they had left back back into pounds at the new 
rate of 1·15 euros to the pound, how much would they receive ?

11. Temoc Electrics are selling boxes of 50 blank CD’s for £12·50.

In CD World you can buy 80 blank CD’s for £22·00.

Which store is offering the better deal ? Explain.

12. Seven doughnuts and three eclairs cost me £10·07.

If each eclair costs £1·42, what was the price of a doughnut ?

13. Des and Donnie work in a garage as mechanics.

Des is the foreman and is paid £2038·50 per month.

Donnie receives a wage of £415·84 per week. 

Who earns more in a year and by how much ?

14. The bill for 12 of us in The Fish Bar, including drinks, came to £349·34.

As I do not drink, I was left out of paying for the wine (£63·50). 

The remainder of the bill was split evenly between the 12 of us.

a What did it cost me for my night out at The Fish Bar ?

b I handed over two £10 notes and one £5 note and said to 
the waiter to “keep the change”.

How much of a tip did I give ? 

15. The price per copy of a Teejay Maths textbook is £8·95.
Archieston Primary school order 75 books.

a What should the cost be ?

The book publishers actually agree to do a deal with the 
school and give the offer ..... “Buy 5 - only pay for 4”.

b How many free books would the school get and 
how much would they save with this offer ?
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